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I have to admit I was a bit confused when I played the first cut 

from Neil Tatar’s latest release After the Rain. I have known 

Tatar only as a talented guitarist, but what is coming out of my 

speakers is piano. Okay, so Tatar can play the piano and, rather 

well. The first song is called Gentle Steps. The tune is delicate, 

almost to the point of fragility, but the tone is soft and sweet 

thanks to the balance of Neil’s piano and Charlie Bisharat’s 

wistful violin. What Neil seeks to achieve on this recording is an 

offering of tranquil, pensive music that appeals to many types of listeners and he accomplishes 

just that. Along with a very talented group of accompanists from the Imaginary Road Studios, 

Tatar presents ten tracks of contemporary/sometimes light jazz  music that allows the listener to 

escape from (name your daily nemesis here) and daydream for a while.  

Neil takes up his guitar in the next tune called Sunsets. The melody is quiet and refined. In his 

slow tempo narrative I could feel the day release its heavy grip on the heat and embrace the 

coolness of the coming night. I could imagine the changing of the colors from pale blues to 

pastel pink and gold and then to long expected dark. The stars are not far behind. 

Neil revisits the piano and along with the flugelhorn ‘o plenty of Jeff Oster, he builds a peaceful 

picture of quietude in the song Reflections. The tune is dilatory, but still moves in a fluid motion 

as if the mind is drifting. The feeling, or the mood is one of weightlessness.  

When I Was Young is a nostalgic guitar endeavor with lyrical soprano sax by Premik and vocal 

musings by Noah Wilding. It has a bit of the Bossa Nova cleverly hidden inside the notes, but the 

sentiment is one of warm memories and pleasant experiences.  

My favorite on the After the Rain is called Night Walk. It is a quiet, yet sophisticated tune full 

of mysteries. It felt to me like a rainy night where street lights are mirrored in the puddles and a 

bit of fog forms at your feet. There is no clear destination, only the power of the journey itself 

urging me on. There’s a corner up ahead. What then? 

The title track After the Rain is the best of the best. The gentle tune is inspiring for any 

pluviophile. Listening to Neil’s music I can imagine the air smelling clean and electric. Every 

surface is washed, renewed, and refreshed. Rain works on the spirit like that as well. The melody 

is dynamic and energizing thanks this time to Neil’s piano and Will Ackerman’s guitar as they 

match emotion and attitude.  

The final tune, Sidewalk Jam is a quirky ballad with Tony Levin on bass and Jeff (The 

Bahamian) Haynes on percussion. It’s a happy go lucky kind of tune with no destination and no 

boundaries. It has just a tinge of the islands in it, making the tune free forming joy. Tatar’s 



passion and Joi de vivre is evident in every song, a trait he seems to translate into notes very 

well.  

This is Neil Tatar’s second album that I have reviewed and I am as impressed with his piano 

skills as I am with his guitar abilities. What they have in common is his easy going composition 

talents that seems to please a wide raging audience. I recommend After the Rain and his previous 

album, Learning to Fly for anyone that wants to unplug and relax, if only for the evening. Highly 

recommended. 


